Solution Overview: CAM

Efficiently and Securely Manage
& Govern data across your
collaboration Systems
CAM is a SaaS platform designed to boost team
collaboration between the various systems your organization
uses every day. It allows users to efficiently create processes
which enable smooth user-adoption with enhanced security,
governance, & management of their data.

The Challenge?
As organizations use many collaboration systems, they are faced with many challenges
in terms of data management and governance. As data is spread across systems with no
logical place for teams to save it, they save it anywhere, with naming conventions and folder
structures per their convenience contributing to data chaos within their organizations. This
practice makes it difficult for users to effectively collaboration and prevents risk teams from
applying the right security and disposition policies.
Integrating various collaboration systems, automating the processes involved in data
management & provisioning, and applying the right governance across systems helps your
organization enhance your team’s collaboration and mitigate privacy risk challenges.

Why CAM?

Eliminate Data Chaos
Without rules for the road, collisions are
everywhere. We provide consistent lanes, signals
and rules for how data flows through your business.

Enhance team efficiency
Teams waste time establishing their own habits
for how to communicate, share files, collaborate
on documents, and keep track of milestones. We
provide templates, rich metadata, and set up
consistent workflows to streamline your matter/
document/file processing.

Minimize Cyber Risk
Without clear governance and management, your
data is an easy target for hackers, cyber-attacks,
ransomware, and exposure. We lock it down by
controlling its context, location, access and entire
lifecycle.
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Easily adhere to compliance regulations
Easily remain compliant and avoid unnecessary fines
by following disposition policies per your data’s
convenience.
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“CAM provides the necessary usability and functionality that is important
for law firms and large legal teams. It enhances native iManage functionality,
giving firms what they need for provisioning, user sync, bulk updates, and
more. For clients who are moving to the cloud and using Work 10, I think it’s
the best product out there to get the additional functionality.”

Jennifer Parker
Senior Director
Morae

For a closer look, visit www.litera.com or request a demo.
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